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Filming for this video took place over several weekends in 
1993 and ultimately involved several Heavyweight Twin 
engines of differing types. The intention is to show what can 
be undertaken by the normal Norton owner with limited 
resources in terms of workshop facilities and tools.

While the 750 Commando is the main subject matter, much of 
what is shown applies to all Norton Heavyweight Twin 
engines and John Hudson does his normal excellent job of 
navigating us through the intricacies of 30 years of 
development.

The filming was entirely unscripted and in most instances the 
results are the first take. This was only possible because of 
John's comprehensive knowledge of the subject, although at 
times it was difficult to stop him expanding his explanations 
and dialogue to cover an even wider subject. Many hours of 
filming ended on the cutting room floor as the result of 
endless hours of viewing by Henry Dulat and Al Oz, kept 
awake with copious mugs of coffee. Maybe sometime in the 
future, the extensive knowledge contained in these unused 
hours will be incorporated into another video.
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Introduction
Tools required
Head removal
Piston removal
Timing case dismantling
Crankcase splitting
Crankshaft removal
Crankshaft bearings
Crankshaft comparison and description
Crankshaft bearing removal and inspection
Connecting rod removal and inspection
Crankshaft/flywheel dismantling
Crankcase strip
Cylinder head strip
Cylinder barrel strip
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Crankshaft/flywheel assembly
Crankcase overhaul
Crankshaft bearing fitting
Connecting rod fitting
Crankcase assembly and camshaft fitting
Camshaft description
Crankshaft fitting and case assembly
Timing gear assembly
Piston fitting
Tappet fitting
Cylinder barrel fitting
Oil junction block fitting
Cylinder head fitting
Timing disc setting
Valve setting
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